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Rosenthal Fine Arts Building Acoustics and Sound Transference Study 

Fayetteville State University,  
1200 Murchison Road 

Fayetteville, North Carolina, 28301 
 

 
 

The study that follows is prepared by Stewart Acoustical Consultants and MHAworks Archi-
tects as part of the University’s response to the National Association of Schools of Music 
“Visitors’ Report” dated September 20. 2016. It is intended to help address  concerns itemized 
in that report relating to guidelines and standards listed in the NASM  Handbook and specifi-
cally, those relating to facilities, equipment, and technology. This study does not address is-
sues such as administration, staffing, finance, governance, recruitment, or community involve-
ment. Items listed below and mentioned in the NASM report can be addressed based on the 
results of the acoustical study: 
 
●  Assessment of the adequacy of space allocated to music unit functions. 
●  Study of appropriateness of acoustical treatments and room finishes for this music facility. 
●  Teaching and practice room functions as they relate to acoustic isolation effectiveness. 
 
Facility Overview: 
 
The building is located prominently on the corner of Murchison Road and the main campus en-
trance. The “Classroom Building for Music, Art and Social Science” was constructed in 1965. 
The original drawings list the building area as 25,600 gsf. The area of the building currently 
used for music rehearsal, musical performance teaching, practice, and music program admin-
istration totals approximately 18,400 square feet. Basement level art studios (8,400 gsf) and 
north art administration wing are not included in the acoustical analysis.  
 
There are record drawings of the basement level ceramics addition and minor main floor reno-
vations and alteration that took place is 1982.  
 
The addition of the north fine arts administration wing (9,592 gsf), basement level elevator, and 
alterations to band director and choir director office areas appears to have taken place some 
time after 1982, but those record drawings are not available for this study.  
 
The building is primarily a single story, but includes  art studios in the walk out basement  of 
the south wing.  The building is a reinforced concrete block and brick bearing wall building with 
steel framing on the south wing. The ground floor structure is cast in place concrete and the 
main floor roof assembly is steel joists and corrugated metal deck.  Corridor walls are concrete 
block faced with a common brick veneer and typically extend to the underside of the roof deck.  
 
The principal plan  feature of the facility is a 98’x 98’ block of space consisting of a large hex-
agonal band practice and choir/auditorium central space (1600 sf each) surrounded by individ-
ual music practice rooms on the east and west sides of the block.  Mechanical and music lab 
spaces are located on the north wall and office/practice rooms are located on the south side of 
the block.  
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The south wing was originally intended for music administration offices and teacher offices and 
includes  five large classrooms ranging from 712 sf to 967 sf.  
 
Over the years, the use of the classroom spaces appears to have expanded to include addition-
al music teaching functions beyond what was  originally intended so that all of the south wing 
classrooms currently have a music teaching/performance component that now requires room 
acoustics and sound isolation beyond what was originally intended. 
 
Facility Inspection Existing Conditions: 
 
MHAworks and Stewart Acoustical Consultants performed an inspection of the classrooms and 
practice rooms on August 31, 2017. Spaces were inspected including a sampling of conditions 
above the suspended ceilings to confirm if there are unsealed wall penetrations and if the tops 
of walls are sealed to the underside of the metal roof deck to prevent sound transfer.  
 
The acoustical study attached is organized to addresses three key factors that comprise good 
acoustics:   
● Room acoustics,  
● Sound isolation, and  
● Building systems noise. 
 
Generally, the building was very well built and has been well maintained over the years. The 
building’s solid masonry interior partitions provide a substantial amount of mass that helps pre-
vent noise transmission between rooms.  While most of the masonry corridor and classroom 
walls extend to the under side of the roof deck, these 6” and 8” thick masonry partitions are gen-
erally not sealed at the head of wall intersection with the underside of the metal roof deck. This 
creates an air gap “flanking path” for sound that degrades the potential isolation quality of the 
wall assemblies. (See the building floor plan and notes included with this report.) 
 
Band & Chorus Rooms (north wing) :  
 
These two large assembly type rooms have masonry perimeter walls that extend above the roof 
deck. (See building Sections attached) These rooms have some sound dampening panels on 
their perimeter walls. Room doors from the corridor are not adequately sealed, nor do they have 
door frame seals or drop seals at the sills. Doors that are pocketed at the south wall of the 
rooms (part of a later renovation) do not have continuous structure at the door head conditions 
creating a large sound transmission gap. Refer to the Stewart Acoustical report detailing  con-
cerns about room volume and floor area relating to maximum room occupancy. 
 
Individual Practice Rooms (north wing):  
 
The practice rooms were designed to be acoustically isolated from each other having demising 
walls detailed with two layers of gypsum board on either side of insulated metal stud wall cavity 
and resilient clips on one side to make an assembly with an STC  rating of 56. The rooms have  
a “lid” of suspended gypsum board with acoustic tiles laminated on the gypsum board ceiling 
and turning down the exterior walls two feet. Room doors are poorly sealed or not acoustically 
sealed at all.  
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At some point, a renovation took place to expand the classroom and practice room areas. Plan reconfigurations resulted 
in the  addition of  two rooms on either side of the south lobby (labeled as room #221) resulting in a total of ten rooms 
where there were six originally. The alterations have single ply gypsum board partitions that extend just above the sus-
pended ceiling and in general are poorly acoustically isolated from each other and from the adjacent corridors.  
 
Office/Music Practice Rooms (south wing):   
 
These multi-function rooms that are located in the south wing (211, 212, 213, 215, & 217) along the west wall do not ap-
pear to have been originally intended to be acoustically isolated because while the 6” thick masonry  demising walls ex-
tend to the roof deck’ the room doors all have return air grills to allow air to return through the corridor. The doors must be 
replaced with solid slabs with jamb, head, and sill seals added. The rooms could have return grills added in the ceilings 
with long glass lined duct boots extended  through the corridor walls and to the return plenum near the toilet rooms.  
 
“Smart Music” Classrooms (south wing): 
 
Demising walls between these three large rooms in the south wing (214, 216, & 218) extend full height, but do not appear 
to be sealed to the underside of the roof deck. The classroom doors to these spaces have return air grills which will need 
to have new solid  core wood doors, acoustic seals, sill drop seals, and ceiling return grills with duct boots extending 
through corridor demising walls to create effective sound isolation between the rooms for their music performance func-
tions.  
 
Estimate of Probable Cost :  
 
As stated in the acoustical consultant’s report, sound isolation is the greatest need identified by the survey. There are defi-
ciencies that can be traced to the detailing of the building when it was originally constructed in 1965.  Some of the defi-
ciencies reported are the result of the change in use of rooms over the years as the music program has grown and the 
rooms have had to accommodate music performance functions. Other sound isolation conditions appear to be the result 
of  renovations that have taken place which were made to a lower standard than needed for music performance. 
 
Less of a priority is the identified need to upgrade the room acoustics of some spaces, but especially in the Band and 
Chorus spaces. These two rooms are the “heart” of the music facility and deserve upgrades to make them as good as 
they can be. However, the deficiencies identified in the acoustical consultant’s report of room size, volume, and floor area 
per person based on the occupancy for performance functions should be resolved first. 
 
Finally, beyond the reworking of return air louvers at room doors,  there are minor adjustments that can be made to the 
mechanical systems to help the equipment run smoother, quieter, and possibly more efficiently. 
 
The draft estimate of probable cost included with this report is a preliminary listing of the deficiencies identified for each 
type of space and a chance to assign some numbers to what it could cost to make the renovations needed. As the Plan-
ning and Construction department gathers input and suggestions from  the staff and music program administrators, the 
scope of work can be adjusted along with the associated costs and available funding. 

 
   

 

MHAworks Architects 
 
William  N. Gardner, AIA, NCARB 
Project Architect 
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Chorus Room: Maximum room occupancy appears to exceed  current industry  standards 
for  a room of this volume, floor area per person,  and ceiling height. 

 

Band Room: Spatial volume, floor area, and ceiling heights are below minimum reguire- 
Mentss based on the maximum  occupancy of the room.  
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Inspection above ceilings is performed to confirm that room demising walls are sealed above ceil-
ings  to create proper room sound isolation. 

 

Corridor outside  Chorus Room where original practice rooms concrete masonry walls join rooms 
renovated with gyp. board partitions creating ineffective sound isolation conditions. 
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Practice rooms of original 1965 design have masonry corridor walls & acoustic panels adhered to 
a suspended ceiling. Typical gyp. board wall assembly between  rooms has a n STC rating of 56.  

 

The recessed band room door is not original to the design and the walls above the suspended 
ceiling are incomplete creating poor sound isolation from the public corridor activities. 
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Sound isolation quality of heavy masonry corridor walls is defeated by return air grills in office doors.  The 
south wing offices  and “Smart “Classrooms as originally designed appear not to have been intended for 
acoustically isolated music performance functions as they are used currently. 

 

Acoustic door seals are missing or old and poorly functioning. They need to be replaced at all  
rooms which are used for music performance functions. All doors need drop seals at the sills as 
well  to correct the impact of corridor noise intrusion on the need for practice room privacy. 



Stewart acoustical consultants 
7330 Chapel Hill Road, Suite 201   sac@sacnc.com 

Raleigh, NC 27607 919-858-0899

November 9th, 2017 

Dr. Don N. Parker 
Professor of Music/Percussion 
Interim Chair 
Fayetteville State University 
Department of Performing and Fine Arts 

Dr. Parker, 

We were asked to evaluate the music department at Fayetteville State University and provide a 
summary of our findings in order to help improve the acoustical conditions of the various spaces. 

In this report, we will first discuss the factors involved in providing good acoustics for these spaces 
including typical acoustics goals for designing such spaces. Second, we will go through each of the types 
of spaces and establish the current situation and how we could improve upon them to meet the 
necessary goals that we recommend. 

Factors in Providing Good Acoustics – Setting Goals 
Key factors in providing good acoustics include room acoustics, sound isolation, and building systems 

noise control. The primary concern in this effort is room acoustics and sound isolation. Room acoustics is 

how sound propagates within a space.  Sound isolation is how well sound is kept from leaking to 

adjacent spaces and disturbing others, and vice versa.  Building systems noise control is primarily 

concerned with controlling (HVAC) mechanical systems noise levels within the space.  An appropriate 

background level and spectrum ensures a quality environment for musicians to practice their craft and 

hear the “silence” between the notes. 

Room Acoustics 

The basic goals of room acoustics are to provide adequate sound level control (loudness) and 

appropriate reverberation time (RT).  Accomplishing both requires adequate room volume and the right 

quantity and type of sound absorptive materials.  The amount of each required to achieve both goals 

depends on the number of musicians. 

The more important of these two is sound level control (loudness).  The sound arriving within the first 

50-80 ms (milliseconds) is most critical as the ear adds those sounds together, and especially with 

impulsive sounds like snare drum and cymbals, this can mean substantial increases in perceived sound 

level if there is not enough space in the room to spread out the arrival of early reflections and/or sound 

absorption to moderate their strength.  Loudness is one of the greatest factors impacting the hearing 

health of students and faculty. Duration and frequency of the exposure (noise dose), use of common 

sense hearing protective measures, and education of faculty and staff are also important.  These other 

factors are not discussed further in this report. 
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RT is a way to indicate the rate of sound decay in a room, by measuring the number of seconds it takes 

for the sound to decay.  The attached Sound Advice sheet describes how it is determined. RT is 

controlled by balancing room spatial volume and the quantity of absorptive finishes.  RT does vary with 

frequency. Therefore, balance among frequencies is also important.  We do not want a space to sound 

overly ‘boomy’ (bass reverberation) or ‘dull’ (lacking adequate high frequency reverberation) or ‘bright’ 

(too little high frequency reverberation).  This balance is achieved with proper selection of sound 

absorptive materials including floor finishes.  This basic quality is an important indicator of the liveliness 

and general response of the room to sound which must not be too strong and if feasible not too dead. 

Finally, the blending of voices and instruments is critical to the success of a rehearsal space. Acoustical 

diffusion (placed on the ceiling and walls) promotes this by scattering sound across the group to allow 

musicians to hear each other and develop a blended group sound.  In addition, balanced loudness of 

initial reflections off wall and ceiling surfaces is also important to promote blend.  The height of the 

ceiling contributes to blend.  Lower ceilings reduce blending of sounds across a group, while appropriate 

ceiling heights help blend sounds across a group.  Arrangement of risers and seats can also significantly 

improve or hurt group blend. 

The goals set in this report are as per the following publications, which are widely referenced by 

acoustical consultants while designing music education facilities.  

1. Acoustical Design of Music Education Facilities: Edward McCue and Richard H. Talaske 

2. Music Facilities: Building, Equipping, And Renovating: Harold P. Geerdes 

3. A Planning Guide for School Music Facilities: Wenger Corporation 

Goals and Guidelines 
Spatial Guidelines - Specific guidelines to achieve acceptable and more desirably optimal conditions for 

room acoustics are as follows: 

Room Band Chorus 

Floor Area/person Minimum 25 sq. ft. Minimum 15 sq. ft. 

 Preferably 30 or more. Preferably 20 or more. 

Volume/person Minimum 400 cu. ft. Minimum 300 cu. ft. 

 Ideally 600 to 700. Up to 400 desirable. 

Ceiling Height Minimum 16 ft. Minimum 16 ft. 

 Preferably 18-22 ft. Up to 20 ft. desirable 

Up to 28 ft. if room is small 

If a band room ceiling needs to be more than 22 feet high, a cloud in a grid is usually suspended over the 

band at about 18 to 20 feet to provide some reflections.  Note that in chorus rooms either the area or 

height needs to be more than the minimum to meet minimum volume requirements.  Sometimes 

conditions do not allow these minimums to be provided.  Compromises are then necessary. 
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Loudness Control - The above spatial requirements permit achieving all of the stated end goals of 

loudness, RT, and blend.  When these requirements are not achieved, we must still provide adequate 

loudness control.  Gradually, the quality of the space drifts towards low quality as control of loudness is 

maintained and other qualities suffer.  Floor area minimums are generally essential especially in spaces 

without tiered seating to avoiding excessive loudness (for example, putting someone’s head 

immediately in front of cymbals or a trumpet is never a good idea). 

Diffusion (promote blend) and Absorption (loudness control) - These rooms should have a mixture of 

diffusing (or scattering) and absorbing elements on the walls and ceiling.  The amount of sound 

absorption per student must be adequate to control the sound and is directly proportional to the 

number of students.  Doubling the number of students requires twice the quantity of sound absorption.  

Instrumental spaces require substantially more absorption per musician than choral spaces.  Since 

people and even hard surfaces absorb some sound, the difference between instrument and choral space 

sound absorption requirements means there may be little added absorption in a choral room of 

minimum volume while a similar minimally sized band room will have a significant amount of sound 

absorption.  Rooms that are undersized require substantially more and higher quality diffusion to 

promote blend and greater care is required in the selection and placement of absorptive materials.  

Undersized rooms can be made to control loudness and provide some degree of blend, but are generally 

are never as good as what would be achieved with a properly sized room. While undersized rooms at 

the university level are not generally acceptable for new construction, in older buildings they can be 

kept in service with significant effort to provide blend and appropriate sound absorption. 

 

Figure 1: Recommended RT vs Volume 
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Reverberation Time - The opinions and desires of music directors vary regarding the liveliness (RT and to 
some degree loudness) of these practice spaces.  If the space is primarily for teaching basics, it is more 
desirable that it be deader to allow individuals to be heard more clearly.  If it is for practice by an 
accomplished group, it is usually preferable that the space be livelier to simulate a performance space.  
If the room is large enough, its acoustics can be modified by adding or removing absorptive panels to 
achieve the desired liveliness (RT).  Generally, band rehearsal spaces have a slight (low) to approaching 
at most a medium (controlled) liveliness, and choral spaces have a medium (controlled) to approaching 
a (concert) “live” liveliness.  The RT achieving this liveliness is a function of room volume.  Larger 
volumes will have a slightly longer RT than smaller volumes to be judged similar in liveliness.  Specific 
recommendations for RT are considered by space. Figure 1 illustrates RT at mid-frequencies by volume 
depending on how lively a space is needed.  Generally, spaces below 5,000 cf. are evaluated based on 
cubic volume and sound absorption per person.  Spaces that are undersized cannot achieve RT goals as 
priorities must be placed on targeted sound absorption and diffusion. 

 

Sound Isolation 

The goal of sound isolation is to reduce the sound level of the musicians from reaching adjacent sound 
sensitive spaces.  Rooms produce different sound levels based on the size and type of group using the 
space.  The sensitivity to intrusive sounds and background level present in the receiving space determine 
the level of sound blockage required from separating walls, floors, and ceilings.  This of course goes both 
directions.  Some room sources are not musicians or singers but mechanical spaces, bathrooms, elevator 
shafts, or external noise outside the building.  Use of buffer zones and proper arrangement of sensitive 
spaces can minimize the use of more costly forms of construction and generally improves the sound 
isolation achievable.  Music is bass heavy, and some instruments rest on the floor.  Instruments and 
voices (other than some percussive instruments) are also tonal versus broadband in sound when 
striking/singing a note. This means that standard descriptors used in buildings like STC ratings are not 
adequate alone to describe the sound blockage and attention must be paid to the wall construction and 
actual blockage by frequency (in third octaves typically), along with specific resonances of the 
construction.  Please read the attached primer on sound blockage.  A combination of significant mass 
from masonry construction or multiple layers of gypsum in combination with some degree of airspace, 
batt insulation, and a second solid layer of construction of adequate but often lighter mass are required.   

Goals - Commonly STC ratings from 50 to the mid-70’s are required between sensitive spaces in addition 
to adequate bass blockage of that construction.  Our goals are listed in the subsequent tables from well 
researched papers and their field applications based on the books referenced above and are reported in 
the more important measure of NIC ratings, which is the actual overall noise reduction between two 
spaces in the field.  The NASM published the following NIC ratings.  They agree well with the papers we 
based our criteria on except for faculty studios.  We also have criteria for band/choral rehearsal to 
practice room and for other adjacencies.  These are shown in the results table.  5 points less can be 
considered acceptable in the field.  Greater than 5 but less than 10 is clearly not acceptable but may not 
be judged poor.  A deficiency of 10 or greater is clearly poor. 
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Figure 2: NASM goals (with our modifier) 

 

Mechanical Systems Noise Control 

Goals - Noise levels are generally reported for mechanical equipment using the NC rating scale.  See the 

attached primer on noise ratings for more information about the scale.  Larger rehearsal spaces 

generally should be designed NC 25 with up to NC 30 in the field clearly acceptable.  Practice rooms and 

faculty studios can be a little louder and help provide some masking.  Recording spaces ideally should be 

as low as NC 15. 

These recommended levels permit adequate dynamic range needed for rehearsal and recording, but 

also set the masking floor for other musical sounds bleeding into a space used to derive the sound 

isolation required. Experience suggests that exceedance of these recommended criteria by 

approximately five units will not result in unsatisfactory conditions for most performance or rehearsal 

categories.  Our goals are derived from the same papers used for sound isolation that are the regularly 

used professional practice criteria.   

NC rating 
HVAC noise 
Room Type 

Recommended 
(Design Target) 

 

Acceptable 
(Up to) 

(Generally) Not 
Acceptable 

(Up To) 

Poor 
(Anything 

Above) 

Choir Room 25 30 35 >35 

Band Room 25 30 35 >35 

Practice Rooms 35 40 45 >45 

Music Labs 35 40 45 >45 

Music Faculty Office 30 35 40 >40 

Music Classrooms 25 30 35 >35 

These scales are not perfect, but they are a good starting point.  One does not in reality suddenly go 

from acceptable to unacceptable by changing 1 point on the NC scale. However, a 5-point change is 

significant, and a 10-point change is roughly twice as loud. 

  

*Note: Original papers this criterion is based on clearly recommend NIC 56. 

* 
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Evaluation of Existing Spaces Against Goals and Guidelines 

Room Acoustics 
We inspected the room finishes to understand the acoustical properties of 
the ceilings, walls and floors. The dimensions of the rooms were also 
verified. This helped us understand if there was enough floor area, volume 
and ceiling height per person in the rooms and confirm if the ceiling heights 
were sufficient to provide good acoustics and loudness control in the various 
rooms.  Based on what we found, we have graded the various spaces in the 
music suite using the following color scale: 

These grades allow us to visually understand the problematic spaces better.  Ceiling heights, floor 
area/person, volume/person, and absorption/person were all graded.  Where there was not enough to 
meet these minimums for the maximum occupancies, the recommended maximum occupancy is 
reported. 
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Class Lab 204

Quiet lab for art and 

music 1 1 30 10 1000 10000

SMART Classroom 214,216,218 Class/Instru/Voc 8 8 40 10 95 946

Office/ Music CR. 211, 212, 213, 215, 

Studio teaching one on 

one 2 2 1 10 88 875

Director Office/ Music CR. 217

Studio teaching one on 

one 2 2 1 10 184 1835

Office 224

Studio teaching one on 

one 3 1 1 10 33 327

Office 226,227

Studio teaching one on 

one 3 1 1 10 88 883

Office 233,234

Studio teaching one on 

one 3 1 1 10 43 433

Office 241

Studio teaching one on 

one 3 1 1 10 50 500

Practice Rooms

229, 235, 239, 

237,232

Instrumental vocal and 

pno mix 2 1 1 10 35 350

Practice Rooms

 236, 238, 240, 242, 

244, 246

Instrumental vocal and 

pno mix 2 1 1 10 38 375

Practice Rooms 223

Instrumental vocal and 

pno mix 2 1 1 10 54 535

Music Lab 248 Piano 15 15 15 10 44 445

Chorus Room 230

Vocal mainly w/ piano 

some instrumental 116 5 116 15 14 207 80

Band Room 231 Instrumental 80 80 14 21 289 57

Office (Teaching Studio) 224 Instrument/Vocal 2 2 1 10 49 490

Office (Teaching Studio) 226 Vocal 3  2 1 10 88 883

Office (Teaching Studio) 227 Instrumental 3 2 1 10 87 867

Office (Teaching Studio) 233 Instrumental 2 2 1 10 70 700

Office (Teaching Studio) 234 Instrumental 2 2 1 10 65 650

Office/Chamber ensemble 

rehearsal space 241

Instrumental/Vocal/ 

Combo 4  2  2 10 38 375

  Good 

  Acceptable 

  
Not 
Acceptable 

  Poor 
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Reverberation Time (RT) is another important criterion.  We have shown for the maximum occupancy 

the estimated RT (mid-frequency average) in relation to these goals.  We have only reported the music 

performance spaces with a cubic volume greater than 5000 cf. since we only use the reverberation time 

criteria for spaces with that volume. For rooms with volume lower than 5000 cf. we generally use the 

absorption values per person in the rooms. 

The RT’s fall well below the acceptable range because of the large number of students at maximum 

occupancy for the limited floor area and volume.  The purple dot is only a slight RT, and well below the 

medium-live RT recommended for permitting blend.  Our experience with properly sized spaces 

suggests there may be too much sound absorption in this space even if the occupancy is limited.  If the 

maximum occupancy is reduced in the band room, some adjustment to the absorption may be feasible. 

 

Figure 2: Measured RT vs Volume 

Spaces not inspected 

The class labs were not inspected and analyzed since they aren’t exactly music performance spaces and 

hence not an immediate cause of concern. 
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Recommendations: 
1. Band Room and Chorus Rooms – With the maximum occupancy condition, this space is below 

minimum floor area, ceiling height and spatial volume per person requirements.  The sound 
absorption per person is sufficient.  Perhaps, the program has grown significantly since it started 
and hence the facilities weren’t designed to accommodate the current number of people.  To 
solve the room acoustics issues the options are: 
a. The ceiling height is below recommended minimums, but if the regular occupancy is limited 

to below what is required to meet the other requirements, this can be tolerable.  Otherwise, 
see item d, e, and f. 

b. Limit occupancy - Without any additional effort, the maximum occupancy would have to be 
reduced to the number that we have recommended in the table (57 for band and 80 for 
chorus room). Maximum occupancy means something that may occur once a week for a 
series of weeks, not once a year.  One way to limit occupancy is by rehearsing part of the 
group at a time (with occasional combined sessions held elsewhere.) This is helpful in terms 
of acoustics as well as safety, especially in the band room where hearing loss is possible due 
to musicians too close to each other. Tiered seating can mitigate some of the concerns of 
proximity. Reducing occupancy in the choir room results in a livelier space and can help 
improve the audibility of the other members of the choir. 

c. Limit frequency of use for larger occupancy - If the maximum occupancy is very rare (a few 
times a year), then that can be tolerable, although students should understand they need to 
take steps to minimize sound exposure. 

d. If occupancy limitation is not a solution for FSU, attempting to achieve the guidelines 
requires we must have more floor area and may need more ceiling height if the increased 
area does not achieve minimum cubic volume per person.  This means planning in the future 
for either using another facility on/off campus for those larger groups (performance hall, 
large gym, etc.), building a new facility, or exploring redoing this current facility.  From what 
we could tell from the plans, it simply is not feasible to expand this space without closing off 
the hallway or reducing/relocating the choir space, digging deeper/raising the roof. 

e. If remaining in these spaces with current planned occupancy, we would recommend 
refinishing these spaces to optimize blend while controlling loudness.  There was adequate 
quantity of diffusion in the ceiling and walls of the band room.  However, if the ceiling was 
redone, a better pattern could be used with the same devices (or ideally, we would 
recommend a better type).  With careful planning on location and type of sound absorption, 
we can reduce sound buildup to closer to that achieved with a properly sized room.  When 
this is combined with the better-quality sound diffusion, the space can approach achieving 
the blend and loudness of a properly sized space. 

f. The general reverberation time is very low for both spaces.  However, again this is due to 
the space being undersized for the stated maximum occupancy.  If the occupancy is limited, 
we may need to see if too much absorption is present and seek to reduce the sound 
absorption.  It is likely the chorus has too much sound absorption whether for recitals or for 
their rehearsal.  The ceiling tile may need to be changed or mixed with a reflective tile.  In 
general, since the spaces are undersized, it is not feasible to achieve the same RT that we 
would like to have to help promote blend.  So, in its place, we have to provide very high-
quality sound diffusion if we want to promote the quality of blend found in properly sized 
spaces.  Nothing can be done to restore reverberation without significant cost (one such 
method would be using active acoustic systems like the active field control Yamaha AFC3 
system – such systems can also replicate what the high-quality diffusion does). 
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2. Practice Rooms – The basic elements are there (cubic volume, floor area, sound absorption at 
mid-frequencies).  However, additional low frequency sound absorption is needed for those 
spaces without bass traps.  We can help determine that in the next phase. 

3. In general, if new construction or significant renovation is undertaken – Obviously, if significant 
renovation is undertaken that requires redoing the finishes of any of the music department 
spaces, it would be highly recommended that full analysis and recommendations be employed 
to provide more optimal acoustics for all of these spaces.  We focused on priorities to correct 
deficiencies, not optimizing the acoustics. 

Sound Isolation 

We performed sound isolation tests between the various adjacencies using high levels of pink noise at 

the source, to understand the isolation available for combinations of different room types. 

The following table lists the recommended criteria for acoustical privacy between music spaces in terms 

of the noise isolation class (NIC) and the results from our tests based on a background level correction.  

 
 

Spaces not measured 

1. We did not measure the NIC between the music lab and adjacent practice rooms.  Requirements 

are same as practice room to practice room.  Similar recommendations will apply.  

2. NIC measurement between the offices and smart classrooms located with a hallway in between 

was skipped because of the obvious lack of isolation in the form of louvers in the doors.  

Recommendations to address the doors for faculty offices apply also to the classrooms. 

3. We did not measure the NIC between practice rooms to adjacent offices as these offices did not 

have walls going to the deck. 

4. Similarly, between offices that did not have walls going to deck we did not measure sound 

isolation for them. 

5. The smart labs were skipped during our measurements because one wasn’t a music space (used 

for screen printing) and the other was a computer lab used for listening to music rather than 

music performance.   

Description From Room To Room NIC goal (final)NIC Difference

1- NIC from 230 to 231 Choir Room Band Room 70 57 13

2- NIC from 230 to 242 Choir Room Practice Room 62 56 6

3- NIC from 230 to 240 Choir Room Practice Room 62 53 9

4- NIC from 230 to 232 Choir Room Practice Room 62 53 9

5- NIC from 230 to 248 Choir Room Music Lab 62 55 7

6- NIC from 231 to 235 Band Room Practice Room 63 49 14

7- NIC from  231 to 239 Band Room Practice Room 63 54 9

8- NIC from 235 to 237 Practice Room Practice Room 55 44 11

9- NIC from 235 to 239 Practice Room Practice Room 55 50 5
10- NIC from 237 to 239 Practice Room Practice Room 55 46 9

11- NIC from 217 to 215 Office Office 56 40 16
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Recommendations: 
1. All music classrooms, faculty offices, practice rooms, rehearsal rooms must have door seals. 

a. Door bottom seals can be mitered into the door or possibly attached to the door (flush 

to the bottom). 

b. Perimeter seals where they exist are in bad shape and need replacement. 

c. Where perimeter seals were never used, they will need to be added. 

2. The entry doors of both the band and choir rooms are recessed into the spaces with walls that 

stop just above the recessed area ceiling and do not extend to the deck. This should be taken 

care of. The construction of this vestibule like section is arbitrary as seen in the picture below, 

and the doors should be pushed out to the hall or existing door walls taken to the deck. The 

fundamental wall construction between the band room and the chorus does not seem to be the 

problem and isolation issues should be solved if the problems at the doors are solved. 

3. Practice room general wall construction does not seem to be a problem.  Since the walls do not 

go to the deck, further investigation is required beyond this study to see what additional 

improvement may be required for these walls.  The gypsum ceiling is providing some benefit 

where it exists, but it is too difficult without detailed analysis to determine if it is adequate to 

make up for walls that do not quite go to deck.  Right now, the limiting path clearly is the lack of 

door seals. 

4. Faculty offices have louvers which definitely need to be removed and replaced with solid doors 

(1 ¾" solid core wood doors or similarly heavy metal doors) in order to prevent leakage into the 

passage and other adjoining spaces. 

5. The walls between the multiple faculty offices and the multiple smart classrooms did not have 

apparent openings/large cracks but they should be sealed at the top and around penetrations as 

a precautionary measure (flexible non-hardening caulk/sealant).  Any significant penetrations 

found will require more careful attention. 

6. Any spaces that do not have walls going to deck and no gypsum lid such as faculty offices 233 

and 227 will need substantial work to improve the walls to be acceptable.  The gypsum walls for 

these spaces are also inadequate construction. 

7. In general, masonry walls between faculty spaces (211 to 219) require more careful review.  It 

was impossible in this survey to determine the real performance of the existing wall 

construction with the significant leakage.  Additional furring may be required to achieve desired 

NIC ratings. 
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Figure 3: Area above ceiling outside choir room door (lifted acoustical ceiling tile just outside door) 
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Mechanical Systems Noise Control 

The following table lists the HVAC levels on the NC rating scale for the various rooms and against the 

recommended NC levels for these rooms.  We did not measure rooms that appeared adequately quiet. 

Room Recommended NC Difference 

1- Choir Room (230) 25 32 -7 

2- Band Room (231) 25 34 -9 

3- Practice Room (242) 35 29 6 

4- Practice Room (240) 35 28 7 

5- Music Lab (248) 30 26 4 

6- Faculty Office (217) 30 40 -10 

 

Recommendations: 
1. Subjectively, we found the music spaces to be relatively quiet and hence preference must be 

given to the room acoustics and sound isolation improvement measures. 

2. The background noise in the faculty offices was unusually high in our measurements. We would 

like to further investigate the cause of this and see what can be recommended to reduce the 

noise. 

3. At the time band/chorus renovations allow addressing HVAC noise, we recommend making 

improvements to provide some additional noise control.  If desired, this could be investigated in 

the next phase to see what noise controls would be.  It may be nothing more than add some flex 

duct or adding a few air devices to slow down airflow rates. 
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Conclusion: 
The intention of this report is to summarize our findings for room acoustics, sound isolation and 

mechanical system noise levels from our site visit for the various music and non-music spaces against 

goals appropriate for an accredited university program. In terms of room acoustics, the band and chorus 

rooms certainly are below the minimum targets that we recommend for the stated maximum occupancy 

for several criteria. Several solutions are offered, some requiring no further work, and others substantial 

work.  The rest of the places were found to be reasonable but some attention to bass absorption in 

practice rooms is recommended. Room acoustics in all of these spaces would benefit from optimization 

if a renovation was undertaken. Sound isolation is by far the greatest need as that addresses the issues 

raised by the accreditation report.  Some items are readily identified and require minimal additional 

effort to specify such as door seals.  Other concerns will require more careful evaluation (beyond the 

scope of this survey) to determine actual performance of the partition and ceilings and to derive feasible 

solutions.  HVAC noise control is needed in the faculty spaces (211-219).  Some improvement in the 

band and chorus rooms would be desirable but not as critical.  

We look forward to answering any questions you may have.  Let us know which items you would like to 

move forward with providing detailed recommendations, and we will prepare a proposed scope of work 

for your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

 STEWART ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS 

  

 Joseph F. Bridger, Principal Consultant 

 MSME, member of NCAC, ASA, INCE. LEED AP 

 

 

 

 

 Siddharth A. Mahajan, MSME, Acoustical Analyst, 

 Member of INCE, ASA, AES 

Attachments 



Fayetteville State University

Rosenthal Building Acoustics and Sound Transference Study  11/09/17

Room Acoustics, & Sound Isolation Upgrades 

Preliminary Budget Estimate

ITEM Room Type/Function/Number quantity units unit cost total cost

A-1 Practice Rooms (236, 238, 240, 242, 244, 248, 235, 237, 239, 241 (as originally designed)

Priority 1=Urgent (0-1yr), 2=Near Future (w/in 2yrs), 3=Could be Deferred (5-10 yrs)

A1.1 Install perimeter door frame seals & door drop seals at sills 10 EA. 750 6,750
A1.2 Further study req'd to address above ceiling return air duct config. 0 LS 0 1,500
A1.3 Further study req'd to address need for bass traps in these rooms 0 LS 0 1,500
A1.4 Allowance to paint & replace finishes & room acoustic upgrades 0 LS 0 9,500

 subtotal $19,250

A-2 Offices/Practice Rooms (222, 224, 226, 232, 234, 223, 225, 227, 229, 233) renovated spaces not part of original design

Priority 1=Urgent (0-1yr), 2=Near Future (w/in 2yrs), 3=Could be Deferred (5-10 yrs)

A2.1 Install perimeter door frame seals & door drop seals at sills 10 EA. 550 5,500
A2.2 Extend ext'g gyp. room demising walls to under side of roof deck 216 LF 35 7,560
A2.3 Laminate additional layers of sound break gypsum board 4320 SF 2 8640
A2.4 Further study required to confirm return duct routing in these spaces 0 0 0 1,500
A2.5 Allowance to paint & replace finishes & room acoustic upgrades 0 LS 0 6,500

subtotal $29,700

A-3 Office/Music Classrooms (211, 212, 213, 215, 217) south wing

Priority 1=Urgent (0-1yr), 2=Near Future (w/in 2yrs), 3=Could be Deferred (5-10 yrs)

A3.1 Install perimeter door frame seals & door drop seals at sills 5 EA. 550 2,750

A3.2 Install new room doors (omit return grills) 5 EA. 1,500 7,500

A3.3 Install new return ducts above ceiling to corridor plenum 5 EA. 1,250 6,480

A3.4 Seal ext'g masonry room demising walls to under side of roof deck 163 LF 25 4,075

A3.5 Allowance: paint & replace finishes & room acoustic upgrades 0 LS 0 8,000

subtotal $28,805

A-4 Smart Music Classrooms (214, 216, 218) south wing

Priority 1=Urgent (0-1yr), 2=Near Future (w/in 2yrs), 3=Could be Deferred (5-10 yrs)

A4.1 Install perimeter door frame seals & door drop seals at sills 3 EA. 750 1,650
A4.2 Install new room doors & hardware (to omit return grills) 3 EA. 1,500 4,500
A4.3 Install new return ducts above ceiling to corridor plenum 3 EA. 1,250 4,950
A4.4 Seal ext'g masonry room demising walls to under side of roof deck 63 LF 25 1,575
A4.5 Allowance: paint & replace finishes & room acoustic upgrades 0 LS 0 6,500

$19,175

A-5 Chorus and Band Rooms (230 & 231)

Priority 1=Urgent (0-1yr), 2=Near Future (w/in 2yrs), 3=Could be Deferred (5-10 yrs)

A5.1 Install double door frame seals & door seal drop sills 2 EA. 1,550 3,100
A5.2 Install room single entrace door frame seals & door sill drop seals 3 EA. 750 2,250
A5.3 Rework perimeter walls above room entry doors (sound isolation) 5 EA. 1,200 6,000
A5.4 Install new acoustic ceiling tiles in existing grid (room acoustics) 3,500 SF 3 8,750
A5.5 Further study req'd to address mechanical noise control 0 LS 0 2,500
A5.6 Allowance: new finishes, improve accessibility,  &  acoustics 0 LS 0 30,000

 subtotal $52,600

Construction Cost $149,530

Contractor's GC & OH @   10__% 15,000

Contractor's  Profit @ _10__% 15,000

Total Construction Cost $179,530

Total A/E Design FEES $16,158

Const. Contingency Reserve @ 15% $26,929

Construction Budget $222,617
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Sound advice 


Helpful Information from Stewart acoustical consultants 919-858-0899 


A member firm of the National Council of Acoustical Consultants copyright 2011 
7330 Chapel Hill Road, Suite 101, Raleigh, NC 27607 www.sacnc.com 
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 RATING BACKGROUND NOISE IN ROOMS 


 By Noral D. Stewart 


The steady background sound in rooms, usually from HVAC systems, has most commonly been evaluated 


using NC ratings developed by Beranek in 1957.  The sound is measured in octave bands from 63 to 8000 Hz 


and plotted against a set of curves.  The lowest curve the sound spectrum touches is the NC rating.  The curves 


for a given rating allow less sound with increasing frequency.  The rating numbers correspond to the curve 


level in the 1000-2000 Hz octaves.  Actual sound spectra frequently do not match the curves, but intercept the 


lowest curve at a low frequency.  Thus, the actual sound at 1000-2000 Hz is often less than the NC rating.  The 


overall sound is less than expected based on the rating, but the sound may be unpleasant. 


In 1971, Beranek, Blazier, and Figwer introduced PNC curves to resolve some problems with the NC curves.  


These extended the range to 32 Hz and required less sound at the lowest and highest frequencies for a more 


pleasing spectrum.  These curves were never widely accepted. 


Blazier introduced a very different RC system in 1981, primarily to rate noise in offices.  It responded to 


problems below 63 Hz, provided a numerical rating based on speech interference, and provided descriptors to 


indicate a rumbly or hissy nature.  The numerical rating of the sound is the arithmetic average of the octave-


band levels at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz.  The curves, which are straight lines, are used only to evaluate the 


quality of the sound.  A major appeal of the system is its simplicity.  This system extended criteria to 16 Hz 


though many believe it is too restrictive for sound below 63 Hz.  It was intentionally made restrictive in this 


range because of common experience with fluctuating rumble in offices.  Blazier has recognized the lowest 


curves could be too restrictive and did not even extend it below RC 25.  The original system also did not 


identify some problems due to excessive noise in the 125-250 Hz region. 


Beranek sought to overcome some of the problems of the RC system with the NCB curves introduced in 1987. 


 This system adopts several principals of the RC system, but uses curves that are not straight lines.  The 


numerical rating is determined by the arithmetic average of levels in the 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz 


octaves.  Thus, for the same sound, the NCB rating is lower than the RC rating.  This system can be used for 


very quiet spaces.  It is much less restrictive than the RC system below 63 Hz.  This is appropriate for quieter 


spaces since low levels of rumble are below the threshold of hearing quieter spaces tend to have well-designed 


systems that do not fluctuate.  However, many believe the rumble criteria are not restrictive enough for louder 


areas such as offices. 


Blazier introduced RC Mark II in 1997 to overcome some of the problems of the RC system.  The primary 


problem addressed was the failure of RC to identify roar problems in the 125-250 Hz. region.  It introduces a 


Quality Assessment Index to rate sound quality that requires a program to easily evaluate.  The RC Mark II 


procedure also further restricts sound at 16 Hz, except at lower rating levels where some restrictions at the 


lowest frequencies are relaxed.  ASHRAE recommends use of RC Mark II for critical evaluations but allows 


NC methods for normal design goals. 


In 2007 Schomer introduced the RNC rating method in an effort to resolve the differences between NCB and 


RC.  The curves are similar to the NCB curves but there is a penalty for low-frequency fluctuating noise. This 


requires that the fluctuation be measured in a specific way. The RNC method is difficult to use.  ANSI S12.2-


2008 Criteria for Room Noise recognizes the NC and RNC methods as well as A-weighted sound level.  
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 SOUND BLOCKAGE OF WALLS AND STRUCTURES 


 By Noral D. Stewart 


 


Sound blockage is one of two primary factors influencing privacy, with the other being the available masking 


sound.  Very quiet background sounds sometimes require extreme sound blockage. 


Most solid walls with no open leaks will provide 40 to 50 dB of blockage for middle frequency sound.  This is 


somewhat amazing if you consider that 40 dB amounts to blocking 99.99% of the sound, and 50 dB amounts to 


blocking 99.999%.  With special care, blockage up to 60 dB or more can be achieved.  However, success 


beyond 50 dB depends on careful construction, and is often limited by flanking or sound leakage by paths 


around the wall, door or window.  A small leak can have a major effect on a wall with otherwise high 


blockage. 


Higher frequency sound is easier to block than low frequency or bass sound.  The bass sound has longer 


wavelengths.  The wall looks thinner to the low-frequency sound.  Walls are rated in their ability to block 


sound by the Sound Transmission Class (STC).  Their blockage of bass sound will be less than the STC.  The 


STC can be misleading, as the wall with the lower STC may actually be better for a particular application.  The 


wall with the higher STC may actually be a poorer blocker of bass sound.  A less known but better rating 


method for exterior walls and windows is the Outdoor-Indoor Transmission Class or OITC.  The OITC rating 


for a particular structure will be 2 to 17 points less than the STC. 


The major factor that influences the blockage of the structure is its weight.  However, the efficiency of the 


material used can be improved by separating it into isolated layers.  The more separation space provided, the 


greater the increase in blockage.  For instance, suppose you have a layer of material that by itself blocks 20 dB. 


If you double the thickness of the layer, the blockage is improved by about 5 dB at most frequencies.  


However, if you use two layers well separated from each other, the blockage can be increased 20 dB or more at 


some frequencies.  The problem is in establishing good separation, especially for lower frequencies.  The 


improvement for bass sound may be only about 5 dB.  To achieve the best improvement with isolated layers, 


the cavity between layers must contain sound-absorptive material, and the connections between layers should 


be flexible.  Light gauge steel studs provide better isolation than wood studs.  Resilient channels can be added 


to one side of wood studs to increase the flexibility.  Two sets of studs can provide even better results even if 


wood. 


All solid materials will have a weak point at a "critical" frequency.  This frequency is lower and thus more of a 


problem for thick, stiff materials.  The critical frequency of a thin, limp sheet of lead is very high.  The critical 


frequency of many common materials is in the frequency range of speech.  The effect of the critical frequency 


can be reduced by adding a vibration damping effect.  An example is the laminating layer in safety glass. 


Several new laminated gypsum products use a damping agent between two thinner layers of gypsum.  Special 


damping glues are also available to put between layers of gypsum.   Another way is to use several layers of 


thinner material to raise the critical frequency.  Using layers of different thicknesses assures that one layer will 


be strong at the critical frequency of another.  The thickness of the thinnest layer should not be  more than 60% 


of the thickness of the thickest layer.  A ¼ inch layer of gypsum sold as a sound deadening board is helpful for 


this.  Mixing 3/8 inch and 5/8 inch layers also helps. 
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Structureborne sound, such as footsteps on a floor above, constitutes a more difficult problem.  The structure 


itself becomes the noise source, rather than a blocker of the noise.  Other examples of structureborne sound are 


plumbing and mechanical equipment that is not isolated from the structure.  Sometimes very loud airborne 


sound can excite a structure (such as a side wall or roof) and become structureborne around a good wall, or 


travel and be heard in space that is not even directly adjacent.  This is called flanking and is a common 


limitation if a floor, ceiling, or wall perpendicular to the dividing partition is continuous between two spaces. 


Masonry walls are very good for blocking low-frequency bass sound.  Filling a masonry wall with heavy 


material such as sand or mortar can help due to the extra weight.  Lightweight filler such as foams do not help 


significantly.  (Beware of misleading advertising – read test reports and look at the overall weight of walls 


tested.)  At least one side of the wall must be well sealed with a filler paint, plaster, or gypsum especially if the 


block is very porous.  The critical frequency weakness of a masonry wall is usually in the mid-low frequency 


range.  At higher frequencies, the solid path through the structure is a limitation.  These effects can be 


overcome with a double masonry wall or a gypsum skin on one side of the wall.  The double masonry wall is 


the best possible, but the two walls must not have any solid connections except at the perimeters.  Special 


braces are available if necessary.   A gypsum skin on one side of the wall with an air space can also provide a 


significant improvement for a single masonry wall.  This gypsum skin must be over an air space, and sound 


absorbing material in the space helps.  Furring can connect the gypsum and masonry, but flexibility in the 


furring helps.  This air space does introduce a resonance and weakness.  The air space must be at least 1.5 


inches and preferably 3.5 inches if only one layer of gypsum is used.  Otherwise, the resonant weakness may 


coincide with the critical frequency of the masonry. 


The best gypsum walls use two separate sets of studs on separate base plates.  The more gypsum, the better, but 


all gypsum must be on the outside of the walls, not inside between the studs. Adding gypsum inside actually 


reduces performance at low frequencies.  Absorbing batts should be installed in at least one set of studs.   


Walls with about 1.25 inches of gypsum on each side and 8 inches space between these layers will usually test 


over STC 60.  Such walls can test greater than STC 65 in laboratory tests where each side is well isolated from 


the other.   Performance can be improved in practice by isolating the base plates from the floor.  Most of the 


gypsum should be firecode rated for maximum density.  To preserve the performance of these walls, electrical 


outlets on opposite sides must have at least two sets of studs and a full stud space between them.  Shear bracing 


plywood if needed should be installed behind the gypsum and not inside between studs.  If a layer of gypsum 


or other solid material must be inside the wall, it must be installed on only one set of studs and the spacing 


between base plates and thickness of the other studs maximized.   Never build a wall with solid material on the 


inside surface of each set of studs.      


A variation on the above wall uses studs staggered on a single base plate.  This does not work as well since the 


air space is typically not as thick and a more effective connection exists through the common base plate.  Care 


must be used to avoid packing the absorbing batts between the studs and the gypsum on the side not connected 


to the stud.  This is ideally done using two thinner layers of absorber overlapped so only one thickness is 


between studs and gypsum. 


If only a single set of studs is used, do not use solid wood studs or steel studs heavier than 25 gauge unless 


some resilient element is used to isolate the gypsum from the studs on one side.  Light 25 gauge studs or wood 


studs with special built-in resilient elements are much better than heavier steel studs or solid wood studs, but 


not as good as studs with resilient point attachments.  Point attachment methods include resilient channel and 


special resilient isolation clips to support hat channel.  Resilient channel must not be heavier than 25-gauge and 


should have slots 3 inches long with solid sections one inch long in the web.  It should be installed to the studs 


with the free edge for attachment of the gypsum upward, and the slots aligned with the studs.  The resilient 


clips can provide better results because they increase the thickness of the air space and reduce the number of 


attachment points to the studs. 
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 Seals for Solid Core Wood and Insulated Metal Doors 
 by Noral D. Stewart 
Doors are a weak link in the sound blockage of any wall.  Where very high blockage is needed, 
special acoustical doors are available.  A pair of doors with a vestibule between them is also an 
effective way to achieve isolation.  Where less blockage is acceptable, solid core wood or insulated 
metal doors can be used with seals.  The better insulated metal doors, with mineral fiber or fiberglass 
filler, block speech better than wood doors.  However, solid wood doors are better than some metal 
doors that have polystyrene insulation and can be better for music. 
Three major suppliers of seals and quality weatherstripping for doors are Zero, Pemko and National 
Guard.  Each makes some seals capable of very high performance with sound-rated doors.  However, 
simpler, less-expensive seals can be acceptable with regular wood or insulated doors if carefully 
installed.  Sponge neoprene is the best material for these seals, but hollow tube solid neoprene also 
can work well.  Magnetic seals can work well on steel doors.  The best seals include adjustment 
screws and are intended to replace the part of the door frame that the door closes against.  These can 
be installed on existing frames without removing that part, but they then significantly reduce the 
width of the opening.  Simpler, thinner seals allow a wider opening, but are more difficult to adjust 
properly.  Sometimes a very simple gasket can be installed between the door and door frame.  
However, older doors are often warped or not aligned carefully with the frames.  In these cases, seals 
with an adjustment mechanism are best.  The most important point is that the seals be carefully 
installed and adjusted.  A business card should be held snugly between the seal and door.  No light 
should be visible around the door in a darkened room.  An adjustment mechanism makes proper 
installation easier.  The time saved in initial installation and maintenance may pay the cost of the 
adjustable seals. 
The bottom of the door also must be sealed.  This is usually done with a drop seal or automatic door 
bottom.  This device drops as the door is closed, and rises as it is opened.  Commercial or heavy-duty 
versions are preferred over light-duty residential models.  The devices can be mounted on the surface 
of the door or mortised into the bottom edge.  For best performance, they are used with a threshold 
under the door.  However, performance without a threshold is usually adequate if the floor is not 
carpeted.  A narrow hard surface flush with carpet under the seal can help.  If the floor is not level 
under the door, make sure the seal can adjust.  Sweep seals can provide good initial performance if 
carefully installed, but wear becomes a problem. 
Paired doors that meet without a central post can be difficult to seal.  An astragal seal is required.  
The doors and seal must be carefully adjusted to assure a good seal.  It is helpful if one door can 
normally be locked in position. 
These products are distributed by the same companies that provide doors, locks, and door hardware 
for commercial installations.  These suppliers are usually listed in the Yellow Pages under 
"Hardware-Builders."  The products manufactured by Zero International have been found by users to 
have better quality control. 
Zero International - www.zerointernational.com, Bronx, NY, ph: 718-585-3230 
Pemko - www.pemko.com, Memphis, TN  ph: 901-365-2160 
National Guard Products, Inc. - www.ngpinc.com, Memphis, TN, ph: 800-647-7874 
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 REVERBERATION TIME 


 By Noral D. Stewart 


 


Reverberation Time is the most common factor used to characterize acoustics of a room.  Though not 


actually a valid concept under some conditions, it is still used even in some of those cases to evaluate 


and specify the needed acoustical characteristics.  Reverberation time does not answer all questions 


about sound behavior in a room.  Many other problems can exist, and recent work in concert hall 


design has developed many new measures of room acoustics.  However, most rooms are still 


designed based on reverberation time and geometric analysis of specific reflections. 


 


The term was first defined by W. C. Sabine, the father of modern architectural acoustics who is 


recognized as the first acoustical consultant.  He observed it took a long time for a clap or shout to 


decay in a large empty room with all hard surfaces.  The sound would bounce around the room or 


reverberate.  He conducted experiments in several rooms at Harvard using seat cushions from one 


room.  He varied the number of cushions in each room, and measured the time for a suddenly 


stopped sound to decay to the point he no longer heard it.  The difference between the level of the 


initial sound and that he could no longer hear was about 60 decibels.  Thus, later, the reverberation 


time was defined as the time required for a sound to decay by 60 decibels.  He found that the decay 


time was longest in the largest rooms.  The more seat cushions he added to a room, the shorter this 


time became.  He recognized that too much reverberation made it difficult to understand speech.  


However, composers, musicians, and listeners had come to expect a certain amount of liveliness in 


music halls, and music was composed with this expectation.  He was trying to develop a way to 


predict room behavior to match the expectations.  He realized that the seat cushions were absorbing 


most sound rather than reflecting it.  He came up with a simple equation.  It says that the 


reverberation time increases with room size and decreases as absorption is added.  A perfectly 


absorbing material was defined as one that would reflect none of the sound incident on it.  Today, we 


call a unit of one square foot of perfect absorption a "sabin."  Very few materials are perfectly 


absorptive.  A square foot of a material that is 60% absorptive contributes 0.6 sabins of absorption to 


the room.  All materials, even people, absorb some sound, though often only a very small amount. 


 


Different rooms require different reverberation times, depending on the use of the room.  The ideal 


value for music rooms depends on the style of music.  Ideal rooms for public speaking or for social 


uses should have more absorption for a shorter reverberation time.  The reverberation time should 


usually be around a second or less in smaller rooms for clear speech.  Noise control in social events 


often requires as much absorption as practical.  If reverberation time is too short, more amplification 


will be needed.  It if is too long, syllables of speech from a single speaker will blur together.  The 


room also will become noisy if many are speaking at once.  Much classical music, on the other hand, 


usually sounds best with reverberation times on the order of 2 seconds.  Some cathedrals reverberate 


for several seconds.  The ideal value for a room also depends partially on its size, with longer times 


acceptable in larger rooms. 
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Expertly designed sound systems can be used to provide speech clarity in rooms with high 


reverberation times.  However, this dependence on the sound system can limit the flexibility in the 


use of the room.  Compromises on reverberation time are often necessary in rooms with many uses.  


These compromises will leave the room less than ideal for any one purpose.  However, acceptable 


compromises have been developed for churches and general purpose auditoriums.  These 


compromises are often slanted in one direction or the other depending on the emphasis of the room 


users. 


 


Materials behave differently in their reaction to sounds of different pitches.  The soft materials often 


thought of as "acoustical" absorb high-pitched sounds better than low bass sounds, unless the 


materials are very thick.  On the other hand, solid panels with air spaces behind them can absorb a 


large amount of low-pitched or bass sound without absorbing much high-pitched sound.  This often 


occurs with gypsum board or wood paneling.  Thus, the reverberation time in a room will be 


different for different sound pitches.  In most rooms it is highest for low-pitched sounds and 


decreases for high-pitched sounds.  We have come to expect and accept this within limits.  On the 


other hand, for music in particular, we must avoid a situation where the reverberation time increases 


with frequency or pitch.  For rooms where music is of any concern, reverberation times should be 


estimated and controlled over a wide frequency range.  Usually, the range used is from an octave 


below Middle C to the top end of the Piano scale.  For rooms designed solely for music, this range is 


sometimes extended for an octave lower and higher.  The absorption of high-pitched sound by air in 


the room becomes important.  The number of people present changes the character of the room.  This 


can be minimized by using upholstered seats or pew cushions that are covered when occupied.  


Another option is to make the room oversized, and add absorption to surfaces.  Then the absorption 


added by the people is a smaller proportion of the total.  


 


The equations for predicting reverberation time include certain assumptions.  Unless these are met, a 


true reverberant field may not exist.  The room should have a "regular" shape and the absorption 


should be evenly distributed.  The traditional Sabine equations are invalid if the length or width of 


the room is very much larger than the ceiling height, the absorption is not well distributed, or the 


reverberation time is very short.  The equations will predict a result for the room, and give some 


indication of the room character.  However, the result will not accurately describe the behavior of 


sound in the room.  As indicated earlier, many other factors also affect whether a room will be 


acoustically acceptable.  These need evaluation.  Recently, computer programs for room analysis 


have become widely available.  These use alternative techniques that do not have the shortcomings 


of the Sabine method.  However, they do have shortcomings and can produce misleading results if 


the limitations of the methods and data used are not understood.  These programs have unfortunately 


fallen into the hands of some who do not fully understand their limitations.  Those needing assistance 


on problems in room acoustics should assure that the person providing advice fully understands and 


considers all aspects of the problem. 
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 ROOMS FOR BAND AND CHORAL PRACTICE 


 By Noral D. Stewart 


 


Rooms for group instruction or practice of bands, orchestras, and choral groups must be large enough 


to provide a blending of sound and not be too loud.  Often, the initial plans for such spaces are not 


large enough.  The following guidelines are for initial planning of floor area and room volume per 


person and ceiling height.  These are for high-school, college, or adult groups.  Rooms can be a little 


smaller for younger groups.  (Middle school numbers shown in parentheses.) 


 


Room     Band  (Midsch)  Chorus        (Midsch) 


Floor Area/person  Minimum 25 sq. ft.    (21)  Minimum 15 sq. ft.      (13) 


Preferably 30 or more.    (25)  Preferably 20 or more.     (17) 


Volume/person  Minimum 400 cu. ft.     (320)  Minimum 300 cu. ft.       (240) 


Ideally 600 to 700.    (450-600) Up to 400 desirable.    (350) 


Ceiling Height   Minimum 16 ft.     (15)  Minimum 16 ft.     (14) 


Preferably 18-22 ft.  (16-20) Up to 20 ft. desirable      (18) 


Up to 28 ft. if room small 


 


If a band room ceiling needs to be more than 22 feet high, a cloud in a grid is usually suspended over 


the band at about 18 to 20 feet to provide some reflections.  Note that in chorus rooms either the area 


or height needs to be more than the minimum to meet minimum volume requirements.  Sometimes 


conditions do not allow these minimums to provided.  Compromises are then necessary. 


 


These rooms should have a mixture of diffusing (or scattering) and absorbing elements on the walls 


and ceiling.  There may be little added absorption in a choral room of minimum volume.  Band 


rooms must have absorption to control loudness even if they do not have adequate room volume.  


Thus, small band rooms often must be very dead. 


 


The rooms should be designed to avoid the need for a fire-rated ceiling.  The available fire-rated 


acoustical ceilings do not provide good bass absorption needed in music rooms.  Absorptive ceiling 


areas are usually either fiberglass panels or wood-cement panels with fiberglass above. 


 


The opinions and desires of music directors vary regarding the liveliness of these practice spaces.  If 


the space is primarily for teaching basics, it is more desirable that it be deader to allow individuals to 


be heard more clearly.  If it is for practice by an accomplished group, it is usually preferable that the 


space be more lively to simulate a performance space.  If the room is large enough, its acoustics can 


be modified by adding or removing absorptive panels. 


 


The ventilation systems in these rooms should be quiet, but do not have to be exceptionally quiet 


unless the rooms will be used for recording.  Adequate sound isolation must be provided so the 


musicians do not disturb neighbors in the building.  Unoccupied buffer areas are helpful. 


 







